Single Tenant Cloud
The best of both worlds

Providing the assembled
infrastructure elements that your
business needs to run in the cloud.

Overview
Challenges
• Rapid and scalable

With Novosco Single Tenant Cloud, you supply the workloads and

networking, storage

manage your own virtualised environment, Novosco provides your

and compute

business with a dedicated single tenant private cloud that is a cost

• Need to focus on core
business, not IT

effective, scalable, resilient, and flexible solution to meet the evolving
needs of your business.

• Pressure on
capital budgets

Designed to address the more demanding aspects of many hosted
private cloud environments, Novosco Single Tenant Cloud employs a
cloud-native approach based on a scale-out, software defined model.

• Maintaining an ageing
on premise infrastructure
• Lack of in-house support
& maintenance skills

The solution

Use cases

Novosco
managed
WAN

• Pressure to execute
business facing projects
• Reduce CAPEX for IT
hardware and avoid
refresh cycles
• Adoption of pre-designed

Customer 1

Customer 2

Customer 3

Customer 4

solutions resident in high
quality UK & Ireland
data centres
•

Benefits
• Cost effective
• Scalable managed service
• Resilient and flexible
Novosco
hyperconverged
cluster – dedicated
per customer

Each node
contains
MLC flash

Scale out
hyperconverged
nodes: Software
defined storage
Number of
nodes per
customer varies
by requirements

Private suite
tier 3 data centre
multiple racks

• Architected to use network
bandwidth more efficiently
• Green IT

Intel CPU’s
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Features
• Dedicated capacity per customer, not a shared virtual environment
• Support and monitoring as standard to hypervisor level
• Dedicated hardware means you can re-use existing software licenses

Maintain control
You get your own management server and spin up virtual machines (VM) as you see fit, just as you can
today. We are here if you need us, but you own and operate the platform on Novosco Single Tenant Cloud.

We monitor
Your workloads are your own, we cannot see or access them unless you give us permission. However you are not
left in the dark; we proactively monitor the infrastructure we provide, up to hypervisor level, to make sure your
business systems consistently run smoothly. If you have a concern about any of your workloads, our experts are
ready and willing to help.

Assurance
We run Novosco Single Tenant Cloud from the best data centre facilities in the UK and Ireland and always
have a peer data centre in your region. This means you can rest assured that your business systems are safe.

Flexibility
Novosco Single Tenant Cloud also works as part of our managed services offerings. Tailored to your needs,
Novosco are able to accommodate any of the existing IT equipment you need to keep within the same data
centre.

Business Results & Benefits
Novosco Single Tenant Cloud enables your business. With Single Tenant Cloud you can reclaim time spent
on monitoring, operating, and troubleshooting an in-house virtual infrastructure solution, freeing up time
and resources to support customer or business-facing IT projects.
Novosco Single Tenant Cloud allows your organization to reduce CAPEX and on-premise maintenance costs,
the service can also be classed entirely as OPEX meaning further cost savings can also be realised. With
consistent, predictable billing, Single Tenant Cloud allows you to efficiently and accurately manage IT costs.
With a dedicated single tenant private cloud per customer, you can re-use your existing software licenses and
protect the investment you’ve already made. Likewise we can host hardware assets within the same data centre
suite and connect to your Single Tenant Cloud private network, ensuring that existing hardware investment
lifecycles can complete and offering additional value to your business.
The data centre infrastructure on which Novosco Single Tenant Cloud is built is highly resilient, provides
dedicated capacity and is monitored 24/7. This means that you are safe in the knowledge that your business
systems are running smoothly.
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